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Dr Axel Mühl to join Luther's 
Corporate Team in Stuttgart 

Stuttgart – Dr Axel Mühl (42) will join Luther’s Stuttgart Team as 

a partner on 1 April 2014. Dr Mühl is a specialist in corporate 

and corporate-related tax law. In his 13 years of practice, Dr 

Mühl has focused on advising internationally oriented medium-

sized enterprises and groups on M&A transactions, complex 

restructurings and succession planning procedures.  

"Luther offers the ideal platform for me to provide comprehensive 

advice to my clients", said Dr Axel Mühl about his move to Luther: "In 

particular, my clients will benefit from Luther's excellent 

infrastructure, full-service approach and international focus". 

As a graduate in commercial law (Wirtschaftsjurist), a specialist 

lawyer for commercial and corporate law (Fachanwalt für Handels- 

und Gesellschaftsrecht) and a specialist lawyer for tax law 

(Fachanwalt für Steuerrecht), Dr Mühl focuses on providing 

corporate law and corporate-related tax law advice. These 

expertises are invaluable when dealing with corporate restructurings 

and succession planning. The same applies to the transactions that 

Dr Mühl handles. He advises both German clients on foreign 

investments and also foreign investors, from, for example, Russia, 

China, the United Arab Emirates or Switzerland, on investments in 

Germany.  

"Our strategy in Stuttgart is to further develop the comprehensive 

advice that we already offer to large mid-sized companies and 

family-run enterprises. Therefore, it is extremely important that we 

strengthen our corporate practice area further", said Dr Ulrich 

Philippi, Head of Luther's Stuttgart office. "With the addition of Dr 

Mühl, we are coming one step further to achieving our goals: he is 
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an experienced and knowledgeable colleague who will contribute 

greatly to developing the Stuttgart office further." 

Personal details 

Dr Axel Mühl worked for Haver & Mailänder, one of the most 

prestigious law firms in Stuttgart, since 2003; he became a partner in 

2007. Dr Mühl studied law in Bayreuth (Germany), where he also 

obtained his doctorate in European law in 2003. He was admitted to 

the German Bar in 2000. He is a specialist lawyer for tax law 

(Fachanwalt für Steuerrecht), a graduate in commercial law 

(Wirtschaftsjurist) and a specialist lawyer for commercial and 

corporate law (Fachanwalt für Handels- und Gesellschaftsrecht). 

 

Brief Profile Luther 

Luther is a leading German commercial law firm that offers comprehensive legal 

and tax services. The full-service law firm employs over 350 lawyers and tax 

advisors and is represented at 11 German economic centres and at important 

investment locations and financial centres in Europe and Asia with international 

offices in Brussels, Budapest, London, Luxembourg, Shanghai and Singapore. Our 

clients are medium-sized enterprises and large corporations, as well as the public 

sector. 

Luther works closely with other commercial law firms in all the prevailing 

jurisdictions worldwide. On the Continent, Luther is part of a group of independent 

leading law firms who have worked together for many years on joint cross-border 

projects. Luther is also the German member of Taxand, a global organisation of tax 

advisory firms. 

Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH is a law firm with a business approach: our 

innovative awareness aspires us to provide our clients with customised legal advice 

that addresses individual needs and delivers the greatest possible economic 

benefit. Our lawyers and tax advisors have a solid understanding of interdisciplinary 

matters and a wealth of experience in collaborating on complex tasks. Further 

information is available at: www.luther-lawfirm.com  
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